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Abax Absolute Fund Commentary 
 

Market Overview 

 
Political noise remained elevated in February. This was juxtaposed with the performance of the rand, 

strengthening 4% on a trade weighted basis. Metal prices continue to rally, providing a strong 

underpin to South Africa’s export performance (industrial metals are up 1.7% on the month with gold 

and platinum both up around 3%). The escalation of various political flashpoints, including the debacle 

around SASSA’s inability to pay grants, is a concern. The ANC elective conference in December is 

already starting to generate increase tension as more of Jacob Zuma’s supporters call for Minister 

Gordhan to be replaced. 

 

The budget statement saw some significant revenue increasing measures tabled against only limited 

expenditure reductions relative to previous forecasts, government expenditure is still rising. The state 

intends to continue growing the influence on the economy of the public sector. Evidence of this is the 

ease with which a tax commission is established as opposed to an expenditure review committee. This 

could be a longer term economic headwind as resources are shifted from a more efficient private 

sector to a relatively inefficient public sector. We feel that the measures in the budget will be 

insufficient to rein in debt and avoid a downgrade over the medium term. The assumptions are 

relatively optimistic and could easily result in disappointment. 

 

CPI inflation in South Africa moderated to 6.6%, this was the first release using the new basket. 

Inflation is forecast to continue falling in South Africa as food prices moderate and the ZAR remains 

stable. A key theme in markets over the last few months has been global reflation. CPI and PPI in 

China, Europe and the USA are breaching the targets of the respective central banks. If this is sustained 

the exceptional monetary stimulus that has supported emerging markets could be coming to an end.  

 

The reflation trade is most evident in the performance of developed market equity indices. The S&P 

500 was up nearly 4% with the EuroStoxx 50 up nearly 3%. Global developed market bonds continued 

to rally despite the upward inflation trends as markets concerns regarding European political risk 

continued to rise, US 10y notes rallied 6bps while German 10y notes rallied 23bps. There are elections 

in the Netherlands in March, France in April, Germany in September and Italy possibly at some point 

this year. All have a populist “anti- EU” party in the running.  

 

The All Bond Index outperformed cash with a return of 0.71% despite a month-end sell off after a 

strong mid-month rally. Inflation Linked bonds were flat on the month as the effect of lower than 

expected inflation reduces their total return. The All Share Index (-3.1%) was the worst performing 

asset class, as the increased dividend tax and stronger currency reduced return expectations. Listed 

property (-0.36%) and Preference Shares (-1.15%) both struggled to gain traction over the month. 

 

Fund Update 

 

The Fund returned -0.25% for the month. 
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Duration remains low 0.1 years as the flat term structure of the yield curve offers little reward for the 

risk assumed when extending duration. Inflation linked bonds yields have moved up in recent months 

as demand has dried up. However, with real yields just over 2% in the 10 year area they are still 

expensive relative to fair value and we continue to avoid exposure to the asset class.   

 

The level of gross and effective equity exposure has remained at low levels as the current environment 

still calls for a more conservative level of exposure. The net equity exposure on the fund increased 

from 24% to 26% due to our equity purchases. The equity exposure of the fund detracted from 

performance as the All Share index record a 3.9% loss over the month. We will continue to vary our 

allocation to the various asset classes based on asset class valuations and downside risk. 

 


